HARVARD REFERENCING TECHNIQUE

St Augustine Papers

XXX – in Bibliography
XXX – in Text

1) **Book: Single author**
   ...(Foster 2009:20) OR ...(Foster 2009:20-22) [if more pages] OR Charles Foster (2009:20) says that...

2) **Book: Multiple authors** (three and more)
   Grant, R.M., McNally, R.E., Tavard, G.H. 1976. *Perspectives on Scripture and Tradition*. Notre Dame: Fides. (Grant et al. 1976:58) [meaning 'Grant and others'] * if there are only two authors, list both: (Solomon & Higgins 1996:157)

3) **Book: Translator / Editor**
   Vanhoozer, K.J. (ed.). 2003. *The Cambridge Companion to Postmodern Theology*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (Vanhoozer 2003:180-181) [if there is only an editor, then indicate his/her name]

4) **Secondary source** (one source cited in another source)

5) **Academic Journal**

6) **Book Review**

7) **Article: Newspaper – anonymous** (no name of reporter/author)

8) **Dictionary**

9) **Encyclopaedia – author indicated**

10) **Website**

---

Anon the author is not known
s.l. the place of publication is not known
s.n. the name of the publisher is not known